Get Involved

Vermont

League staff work in the Vermont State House to educate legislators about the impacts their actions have on the conduct of local government. The League also works to bring issues of local concern to the attention of legislators so that these issues may be resolved in statute.

You can help by adding your voice to ours. Contact your representatives about the issues that are important to you and your municipality. Use the link below to find your legislators.

Find a Legislator [1]
Find a Bill [2]
Find a Committee Meeting [3]

Federal

At the federal level, VLCT represents Vermont municipal interests in Congress and before federal agencies through its membership in the National League of Cities [4], and its work with Vermont's congressional delegation. We encourage you to contact your representatives about the federal issues that impact Vermont municipalities.

Representative Peter Welch [5]
Senator Patrick Leahy [6]
Senator Bernie Sanders [5]

Links